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The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by the.guard - 26 Jan 2010 19:01
_____________________________________

So for the first year or two, I was doing GYE work by myself. But as we grew, it became
necessary to start spreading out the work. Besides for not being able to handle it all any more,
more and more people were enthusiastic about what we were doing and wanted to help out.

Below is a partial list of some of the GYE Shlichim and the tasks that they undertook to help us
with. (I say "partial" because there are certain undertakings that need to stay anonymous and
cannot be revealed here). Please let me know if I missed anyone...

If you see a task below that you feel you can help with and want to undertake to be part of, let
me know and I will bl"n add your name to the list!

And of-course, if you can think of any other tasks not mentioned below that you feel you can
help with, please let me know!

GYE is no longer only "my project". B"H it has grown and become "Klal Yisrael's Project"!  :D

GYE Shlichim:

- GYE Corp's Officers & Directors:

GYE Corp's Official President: An anonymous GYE supporter
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GYE Corp's Official Treasurer: (someone from the forum who wants to stay anonymous)

GYE Corp's Official Secretary: (someone from the forum who wants to stay anonymous)

- GYE Corp's Team:

Da'as Torah Guidance: Rabbi Avraham Twerski, Rav Aharon Feldman

Advisory Board: Rabbi Avraham Twerski, Dr. Phillip Rosenthal

Recovery Guidance: Dov, Elya

Guidance for the women: 7Up

Legal Advisory Team: Rage (and another attorney who wants to stay anonymous)

Accounting Department: (someone from the forum who wants to stay anonymous)

Financial / Banking Help: (someone from the forum who wants to stay anonymous)

- Gabai's:
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Partner/Sponsor Gabai: Kedusha

Filter Gabai: (someone from the forum who wants to stay anonymous)

- Web-Development:

Project Manager (forum upgrades, chat-rooms, other web-development work): (someone
from the forum who wants to stay anonymous)

90-Day and Wall of honor Chart programmer and Admin: Yakov_Shwartz

Data Entry (for new website www.guardyoureyes.org): Yiddle2

- Hot-lines / Free Consultation with the Pros:

U.S Hotline: Elya K

Israel Hotlines: Reb Shlachter, Battleworn

E-Mail Consultation: Mrs. Zeva Citronenbaum LCSWR CSAT: acoachservice@yahoo.com /
Elya K  yidvre@gmail.com
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- Phone Conferences:

12-Step Big-Book Phone Conference, 4 X a week: Duvid Chaim

12-Step Back to Basics Weekly Phone Conference: Boruch (not sure if this group is still
active)

SLAA Style Weekly Phone Conference: Elya

“Clinical Recovery” Weekly Phone Conference: Zeva

- Forum Related:

Admin2: (someone from the forum who wants to stay anonymous)

Accountability Groups Gabai: Kedusha

Forum Moderators (who actually monitor and fix when necessary): Kedusha

Women's forum Moderator: 7Up

"Spouses of Addicts" forum Moderator: Elya's Wife

Forum Welcoming Committee: Kedusha
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Weekly-Parsha-Thoughts / Bartender / Simcha Machine: Bardichev

“Heads Up” alerts to webmaster: 7Up, Kedusha, Imtrying, KG

Women's Forum Verification: Letakein

- Hebrew Related:

Translations of GYE Material into Hebrew: Ovadia

Hebrew Typing: theOne, BeHoly

Hebrew Forum Admin/moderator: Reb Shlachter

- Other:

PR (spreading the word, advertising, getting Haskamos): Dr. Phillip Rosenthal, Kedusha,
Kutan, shemirateinayim, HolyYidale

Israel Kumzitz Arrangements: ImTrying25

========================================================================
====
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Re: The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by imtrying25 - 31 Jan 2010 22:29
_____________________________________

dov wrote on 31 Jan 2010 19:29:

Yeah. Never trust nice people. Especially the ones with with smiling faces. Just ask the
Temptations. Boy, what a coincidence with that name!

;D 8)

 

Is this why you dont have your face in your avatar?? 

      :D :D :D :D :D

========================================================================
====

Re: The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by Dov - 31 Jan 2010 22:50
_____________________________________

...come right over here and I'll put your face in your avatar in a minute, whipper-snapper!

Just kidding...but you can come right here, anyway!

========================================================================
====

Re: The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by imtrying25 - 31 Jan 2010 22:52
_____________________________________

dov wrote on 31 Jan 2010 22:50:
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...come right over here and I'll put your face in your avatar in a minute, whipper-snapper!

Just kidding...but you can come right here, anyway!

 
Trust me Rebbi. If i came the one thing i would do is ask that child to move over and allow me to
be held by you for a few steps!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by shemirateinayim - 31 Jan 2010 23:40
_____________________________________

Hey, can I get some recofnition as freelance PR/Advertising

========================================================================
====

Re: The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by Kedusha - 01 Feb 2010 00:08
_____________________________________

shemirateinayim wrote on 31 Jan 2010 23:40:

Hey, can I get some recognition as freelance PR/Advertising

 

It won't be long in coming - just keep up the great work!

========================================================================
====

Re: The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by the.guard - 01 Feb 2010 08:32
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_____________________________________

shemirateinayim wrote on 31 Jan 2010 23:40:

Hey, can I get some recofnition as freelance PR/Advertising

 

Yes, I was just thinking yesterday that I need to add you  :D

I added you now.

Thanks, and welcome aboard the "board" of GYE.

========================================================================
====

Re: The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by 7yipol - 01 Feb 2010 09:40
_____________________________________

And can we remove me yet?

Every time I see the word rebbitzen I feel a need to say sefer tehillim and behave aidel
shmaidel.

Not for me, thanks!

7UP works just fine!

========================================================================
====

Re: The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by Me3 - 01 Feb 2010 13:38
_____________________________________
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7Up wrote on 01 Feb 2010 09:40:

Every time I see the word rebbitzen I feel a need to say sefer tehillim and behave aidel
shmaidel.

 

That was behaving?!

========================================================================
====

Re: The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by shemirateinayim - 01 Feb 2010 18:01
_____________________________________

Oh, now that I have a official position here. i need my auxilary intel. agents.

Simply put. Every singl person should send me the email of their rav, shul and yeshiva....and I'll
send them an email.  mybe we can have a special email for this, and i'll supply the draft letter for
the occasion, and then someone who has "top secret clearance" will be the only one to actualy
see the emails.    Oh and can you also send me other rabanim from areas other than yours, this
way I can't identify anyone!

========================================================================
====

Re: The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by imtrying25 - 01 Feb 2010 22:00
_____________________________________
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shemirateinayim wrote on 31 Jan 2010 23:40:

Hey, can I get some recofnition as freelance PR/Advertising

 
of course we'll give you recofnition. Anytime you like. You want some now???

RECOFNITION!!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by shemirateinayim - 02 Feb 2010 04:20
_____________________________________

thankoooo  thankoooo

bweo now bow

*all typos where intentional*

Hey GUARD, I am assuming that you actaly collect and compile all the "good ideas" that we
'could do' if we had funding.  Since it would make a powerfull presentation tool. Sorta like
'building dedications', but on a more critical level. Since every single new reader, is another
neshama dealing with the nissayon of our dor!

========================================================================
====

Re: The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by imtrying25 - 02 Feb 2010 11:56
_____________________________________

......or donating an aron kodesh!! 

    :D :D :D :D
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========================================================================
====

Re: The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by imtrying25 - 06 Feb 2010 21:46
_____________________________________

Much recofnition to our dear builder/ carpenter SE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by shemirateinayim - 08 Feb 2010 00:51
_____________________________________

Ok now who wants to donate the main entrance, complete with one of those pews to hold the
'complementary yarmulka'  and another one to hold the paper bags that everyone will wear on
their heads!

========================================================================
====

Re: The Shlichim of GYE
Posted by Dov - 08 Feb 2010 00:55
_____________________________________

I'd wear a paper bag on my head to daven with you!

========================================================================
====
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